Together We LEARN (Learning, Enjoyment, Achievement, Respect, No Negativity

Snowy Owls Update
Another super week for reception , including amazing beautiful
nature patterns being made hopefully you can make some
more this weekend outside. Also super 3D shape work. Keep
you’re eyes open when you’re out and about.

Mrs Bowman
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Each week we publish the attendance from September
for each class. Our aspirational target for each class is
97%.

Another great week of online learning KS1! In year 2 this week,
we have started a new story book and I have been very impressed with our brilliant predictions about The Robot and the
Bluebird. Year 1's have continued to impress me with their
phonics and even created their own tasty menus! I can't wait to
visit your restaurants.
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Miss Lowde

Kestrels Update
We've been learning, spotting, and using the features of persuasive writing and in maths we've been multiplying and dividing, doing PE challenges to keep fit and designing gardens!

Mrs Bennett

Red Kites Update
Having received their green screens this week, Red Kites
have had the most amazing fun incorporating these into
their home learning. Thank you to the PTA for supplying
these for the children

Stars of the Week
Heidi
For her amazing attitude and contributions in all Zoom lessons.

Barney & Jemima
For their positive, fun and determined
attitude to home learning.

Mrs Foy

Good Work Certificates go to...
Ellis, Joe and Annie, Mia P and May and Elena.

Alexander
For his focus and determination and exceptional manners.

Message from Lisa:

Dear Parents and Carers,
One more week to go before half term. I am sure you are as excited as us!
It is extremely important that we all totally switch off from learning during the holiday.
Ensure that next week is a ‘finishing off week’. Wrap up the little bits of unfinished learning and have a final push to keep on top of the activities posted by our staff.
Enter the holiday with a clear mind and a resolve to chill and enjoy a week away from
Zoom and Seesaw! Let our children wind down, rest and relax and then we can all start
the next half term with great gusto!
Next week are parent consultations and, with the promise of more snow, our telephone
conversations could be disrupted! Should this happen, our teachers will send out a zoom
invite and if you could enter the waiting room a couple of minutes prior to your time, our
teachers can end one call and then admit you. All I can say is, it should work – fingers
crossed!
This weekend why not build a den? Make a bird feeder from a four-pint milk bottle. Why
not grow your own veg? Carrots are good to plant now. Whatever you do, simply have a
splendid weekend.

Lisa

Please may we remind you that if you have not yet signed up for your Parent Consultation, there is still time to do so via Parent Mail.
Each appointment will last for 10mins. If you feel that you may need a longer appointment, please contact school in advance, so that we can make arrangements for this.
Thank you.

